
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2014 Quarter One Vine Club pack!!! 

 
Happy New Years!!!  Coming into 2014 is such a bittersweet feeling for us at Tarara.   
 
We will always look back at 2013 as being one of our best years ever.  It is really hard to say good-bye to it.  Last year we garnered 
accolades that we have been fighting to receive for many years.  We aimed at continued focus as a winery to ensure that Tarara 
is only doing the best of what we do.  We met all sorts of new people from loyal fans in the Vine Club to new media people 
intrigued at what we are doing to an incredible new group of people who joined our team to help make each day’s experience 
better than the last.  In 2013, for the first time we realized that our successes have put us on a new level where we had to cap our 
Vine Club to you that are already here due to our overwhelming demand.  Overall it was a year that showed us we are well on 
our way to a goal set several years ago as we transitioned to the winery we are today.  That goal was to be a premier winery with 
benchmark wines for all the East Coast and known throughout the entire country and beyond.  It is so exciting that in 2013 we 
saw this dream starting to come to fruition. 
 
So the bitter side of saying good bye to such a wonderful year is now out of the way.  Now for the sweet part…2014 is going to be 
even better!!!  As recently as yesterday Jordan had the opportunity to sit with an editor of one of the major wine magazines of 
America as they wanted to come and taste what’s coming up.  People are catching the word about what we are doing these days 
and want to see and hear about what else is coming.  Well, Jordan certainly believes, and it seemed as though this visitor also did 
believe that some of these wines might actually be the best we have ever released.  Even better than the 2007’s and 2010’s!  A lot of 
what will be released this year is the 2012 vintage wines including the Single Vineyards coming back after a year off.  While the 
reds won’t hit the tasting room until 2015 you in the Vine Club will get to see them this year.  In 2014 we will also be looking 
deeper into how we can focus our energy into ensuring that our wines continue to get better.  We think that this will be a year 
that will build on 2013, but also give us the ability to fine tune everything we do.  We will take the approach that less can be more.  
While we won’t be expanding our property to have all sorts of new events, we will aim to make sure each and every time you are 
here, each and every time you taste Tarara wine, you will fall in love all over again.  We want to make sure that this year is your 
best yet with us! 
 
On to the wines, as mentioned you will be starting to see more and more from 2012.  In this quarter that includes Chardonnay 
(Winemakers Select Club), Cabernet Franc (Winemakers Select and Red Wines Only Clubs) and Winemakers Select Bin 6 
White (Barrel Fermented and Aged Rkatsiteli) (Winemakers Select and White Wines Only Club), Almost Unoaked 
Chardonnay (White Wines Only Club), Long Bomb Edition 6 (Red Wines Only Club) and Nevaeh White (Single Vineyards 
Club). 
 
The 2012 vintage is said to be one of winemaker Jordan Harris’ favorite vintages to date.  While some vineyards around the state 
did suffer from a little too much rain at harvest, many of the sites that Tarara works with really got away lucky.  Nevaeh in 
particular with the small rain shadow of the Catoctins and the weather patterns that follow the Potomac really meant that 
Nevaeh didn’t receive any rain through the 2012 harvest season.  It only benefited from the slightly lower resulting temperatures 
of nearby rains and the lack of humidity. 
 
In the end the 2012 season was about having some of the best balanced wines we have seen to date.  The season started very early 
with an almost alarmingly warm and early spring causing bud-break in late March.  It stayed warm so there were no significant 
frost issues that we were worried about.  After that the summer never really heated up too much with the exception of the last 
two weeks of July and the first week of August.  All together that put the harvest back on normal schedule which was superb 
since we were worried we would have to harvest in the heat of the summer.  The prolonged and generally mild season resulted in 
vibrant acidity, massive flavor concentration, moderate alcohol and beautifully ripe tannins.  An overall very well balanced year 
unlike any we have seen in a long time. 
 
One last thing to keep in mind for 2014.  With our capping of the Vine Club, if you would like to change the club you are in, if 
you have friends that would like to join, or if you want any extra, please contact Kim Parker ASAP.  Kim.parker@tarara.com  
To ensure you get everything you want we want to make sure we do it now before the waitlist grows too long!!! 
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This Quarter’s Wine: 
 

1) Cabernet Franc 2012 – We know we now have big shoes to fill with our Cabernet Francs.  Somehow, 
unintentionally, but certainly accepted, we have found ourselves with Cabernet Franc as one of our most sought 
after wines.  It has racked up some of our most high praises and really has continued to impress as they age.  We 
know it has big shoes, but the 2012 we think might be the most “complete” Cab Franc we have made. 
 
The Cabernet Franc from 2012 was destemmed, but not crushed leaving whole berries going to the fermenter.  The 
must was cold soaked for 8 days prior to the start of fermentation which then lasted 14 days.  The wine enjoyed 
another 10 days extended skin maceration totaling 32 days on the skins due to the incredible ripe tannins.  During 
the cold soak and the post fermentation maceration the wine was pulsed once per day using a Pulse-Air method 
(large bubbles) to turn over the cap.  During fermentation it was pulsed 2-3 times per day.  The wine was pressed to 
1.2 bars to a tank to settle before being racked to barrel for Malo-Lactic fermentation.  The wine was racked and 
blended after five months and then put back in the same barrels for another 7 months (total of 12 months).  The 
wine was racked out of barrel and bottled unfined and unfiltered. 
 
A deep ruby colored Cab Franc with classic varietal character while also showing the power and complexity of the 
Nevaeh Vineyard and the austerity of the Carter Mountain Vineyard.  The aromatics are intense showing ripe 
raspberry, red currant, mint and floral notes.  That palate is quite youthful with fresh acidity and abundant but well 
integrated silky tannins holding together the smoky and fresh berry notes leading to a long finish.  While a pleasure 
to enjoy today we expect this wine will age gracefully until 2022. 

 
2) Long Bomb Edition 6 2012 – The next edition to one of Tarara’s most popular wines, the Long Bomb Edition 6 does 

not disappoint.  We always love to hear about people’s favorites when it comes to Long Bomb.  For some reason it 
seems to be the wine all our Vine Club members are most passionate about when choosing their favorite vintage.  
Well, Jordan is convinced that this one will certainly have some people that say the 2012 trumps all the past 
vintages.  It is almost like a cross of Edition Two, Edition Four and Edition One.  It has the structure and 
complexity of Edition Two, the ripeness and seamless nature of Edition Four and the lovely fruit that was hidden 
behind all the tannins of Edition One.  Really it doesn’t need to be compared, but it is always fun to do.  This is a 
wine of its own and certainly the heaviest on Cabernet Sauvignon that we have seen yet in Long Bomb with 87% 
and then rounded out with Mourvedre 6% (adding a little meaty complexity), Dornfelder 4% (adding structure and 
color) and Cabernet Franc 3% (added depth and intrigue).  

 
A dark violet-colored wine with loads of lovely blueberry, blackberry and cassis on the nose with some undertones 
of savory meaty notes.  The palate is firm but approachable with a medium body, velvety tannins and balanced 
acidity.  Something to enjoy now, but there is also no rush.  The wine should hold well for several years.  
 

 
Thanks and Enjoy - The Tarara Team! 


